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MSHTML editing functionality can also be used in place of HTML for driving the information and
content so that the end user can alter or change the specific information.

An author can work effectively without knowing the HTML language because with WYSIWG editing
control in HTML, authors control on appearance and formatting the specific text can be improved.
By developing MSHTML Editor Control in an application, users are provided with simple WYSIWYG
web authoring tools. Users just need to click respective buttons to alter their paragraph formats,
sizes, fonts, typefaces, colors, weights, etc(mshtml component  ).

There are numerous functionalities and abilities, which are provided by MSHTML Editor to various
users-

1. Cut, copy, paste and delete options

2. Standard editing functionality like keyboard navigation, caret positioning, content selection and
drag & drop operation

3. Multi level, redo and undo option

4. It has the ability to remove formatting

5. It has an ability to toggle selected text with bold, italic or underlined

6. It can alter typeface, font size, back color (background), fore color (text)

7. It has an ability to increase or decrease indentation

8. Justifying tool- Text to move in left, right or center

9.  It has the ability to create ordered and unordered lists

10. A hyperlink and bookmark can be created with MSHTML Editor

11. A horizontal line can be inserted

12. An image can also be inserted

13. It has the ability to insert variety of intrinsic controls, such as buttons, radio buttons, text boxes,
check boxes, drop & down, submit controls and list boxes

Latest Microsoft browser feature can also be adopted by the third party application as the MSHTML
Editor generates standard HTML control. To activate the MSHTML control, a user requires C++ ( C#
html editor control ), visual basic and script programming language. This editor can be used in an
application, which hosts MSHTML or web page, web browser that can be displayed on Windows
Internet Explorer. This editor can also be activated on an individual document or on a whole
document element within a document.
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